Office of the CIO

VACANT
Executive Assistant - Office of the CIO
(Search # 495813)

Communications

Ashley Mattingly
Publicity/Marketing Administrator

Administrative Support

Brandy Ciraldo
Administrative Program Support 2

Nancy Wojnarowski
Administrative Program Support 2
Enterprise Systems

Joshua Boggis
Interim Director - Enterprise Sys...
(Search #XXXXXX)

VACANT
Systems Administrator 2

Server Systems

John Wynn
IT Team Lead 2

Abiodun Obajinni
Systems Administrator 2

Theresa Chu
Systems Administrator 2

Temitope Leshi
Systems Specialist

Mark Wiggins
Systems Administrator 3

Chris Dupont
Systems Administrator 2

Gabe Abreu
Systems Specialist

Rick Sarvas
Systems Administrator 2

Van Nguyen
Systems Administrator 2

Marybeth Bardot
Systems Specialist

VACANT
Systems Administrator 2 or 3
(Search #XXXXXX)

Meera Nair
Systems Administrator 2

Rick Simon
Systems Administrator 3

David Ruiz
Systems Administrator 3

VACANT
Systems Administrator...
(Search #XXXXXX)

Identity and Access Management

Kevin Brown
Interim IT Team Lead 2
(Search #495738)

Herman Casaol
IT Team Lead 2

Doug Baker
Systems Administrator 2

Sandhya Pai
Systems Administrator 3

Kristopher Smith
Systems Administrator 2

Matteo Marchetti
Systems Administrator 2

Bob Swanson
Systems Administrator 2

Tim Bogues
Systems Administrator 1

VACANT
Search #495299
Team Lead 2

Storage and Virtualization

Mitch Saba
IT Team Lead 2

VACANT
Systems Administrator 2

Riek Sarvas
Systems Administrator 2

Van Nguyen
Systems Administrator 2

Marybeth Bardot
Systems Specialist

VACANT
Systems Administrator 2 or 3
(Search #XXXXXX)

Meera Nair
Systems Administrator 2

Rick Simon
Systems Administrator 3

David Ruiz
Systems Administrator 3

VACANT
Systems Administrator...
(Search #XXXXXX)

Reporting and Data Management

Nancy Stone
Team Lead 2

Daniel Lapp
Data Administrator 2
Research IT

Joshua Boggis
Director
Research IT

David Christanson
Systems Administrator 2

Dan Sniffin
Systems Specialist

John Rifkin
Temporary University Specialist

Douglas Kirby
Systems Administrator 2